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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Olmué Commune, Marga Marga,
Valparaíso, Chile, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children,

In Chile I want to create new Light-Network groups that live a true commitment to the Heights,
knowing that each new Light-Network member that is born must go through several stages so that
their formation may bring about spiritual results in their lives, in their region, and especially in their
country.

In this way, the integration of new Light-Network members, taught and trained based on the
immediate need of supporting the nations and the world, will help Chile to begin to generate a new
awareness that responds to the call of the Spiritual Hierarchy.

Thus, dear children, it will be necessary that first the new groups of prayer be formed so that
afterward from them are born new Light-Network members, more committed to the Work.

For this to be possible, My children of the Light-Network of Brazil and of Argentina, as well as of
Paraguay, who already have the necessary inner requirements for being fraternal with the Chilean
nation, will be able to come to this country to begin to work from the deepest plane to the most
conscious plane in order that the consciousnesses that will awaken here may be able to finally live
the Plan of God.

It will be an arduous task, needing commitment and sacrifice. I need new Light-Network members
so that the Hierarchy can carry out the plans of love that Chile as a nation and as a people must live.

It will be necessary to integrate, invite and motivate the Light-Network groups already formed in
Chile, within their capabilities, to be able to work more firmly in this Plan of redemption, and,
above all, for moving the consciousness of Chile away from tepidness and inertia.

For this reason, as a Mother, I will assemble truly responsible members of the Grace Mercy Order,
as well as members of the Light-Network, to carry out this mission, which will try to deactivate a
social and political situation in this beloved country of Mine.

I need My children to help Me to avoid sad events in this world.

I will need you to help Me with further sacrifice to allow My Heart to triumph.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


